Two Gray Hills: Named for a village in New Mexico, this rug is woven from un-dyed wool, so the design comes in the same colors as the sheep – black, white, and brown. The wool is spun by hand into very fine yarn, taking considerable time and effort to weave.
Wide Ruins—This elaborate rug has broad stripes, geometric designs, narrow bands, plus straight lines of contrasting colors. The traditional colors tend to be deep, somber neutrals, browns, olives, maroons and mustard.
Tree of Life: This pictorial rug tells a story about daily life. It usually has a dark border and the rug itself has many bright colors.
Storm - This rug design features an abstract version of a natural event. The rectangle in the middle is the center of the universe, the corners are the homes of the four corners of the world and all are joined by lightning. This design also shows how we are all connected to each other & the natural world.